
Anleitung: Fischgrät-Armband mit Charms
Instructions No. 1109
 Difficulty: Beginner

This herringbone-Bracelet will inspire you. Simple and quick to make with just a few steps and a few tools. You don't need a loom frame for this, but you can
knot the looms with two simple pencils to a great fishbone-Bracelet The knotting technique is especially popular with children, as they can create a Loom-
Bracelet in a playful way 

And it is as simple as that:

What do you need to make a herringbone bracelet? 
It's best to choose a few bright colours on rubber bands, this makes knotting easier and also gives your Bracelet a great colour effect. In our example we have
4 rubber rings in white, Yellow, Orange, Pink, Apple and grass green, turquoise, medium and Dark blue, dark and Light Purple . In total there are 48 rubber rings.
The color combination gives a great Rainbow-effect. Furthermore you need two pencils or round woods. 

How do I knot the herringbone -Bracelet? 
Place the white rubber ring in the shape of an eight around two pencils by holding them close together. Now push two more rubber rings one after the other
over the two pencils without twisting them. Grab the lowest (here white) loop on the right pencil with your finger (you can also use a crochet hook) and pull it
outwards, over the end of the right pencil into the middle. Then take the lowest (here white) loop on the left pencil, pull it outwards and over the end of the left
pencil between the two pencils. 

Now pull both rubber rings on the pencils slightly down and put another rubber over the two pencils. Pull the lowest rubber ring outwards as before and over
the ends of the pencils in the middle. Repeat this procedure until Bracelet has the desired length. 

For the closure, the lowest loop is lifted off so that only still has a loop on each pencil. The closure clip is now led into the right rubber band loop and then into
the left one. Afterwards the pencils are pulled out - the herringbone is ready -Bracelet! 

As an extra eye-catcher the Bracelet is decorated with pretty charms and pearls. The charms can be simply hooked into the finished Bracelet . The pearls can
be woven in as you like. 

Article number Article name Qty
577250 Letter beads "Colorful" 1
133296 Handicraft scissors "Hobby" 1
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